February 2023
Book List

New Fiction

The Book of Goose
By Yiyun Li

A Dangerous Business
By Jane Smiley

The Sleeping Car Porter
By Suzette Mayr

This Other Eden: A Novel
By Paul Harding

A World of Curiosities
By Louise Penny
New Nonfiction

Agent Josephine: American Beauty, French Hero, British Spy
By Damien Lewis

Con/Artist: The Life and Crimes of the World’s Greatest Art Forger
By Tony Tetro

The Last Campaign: Sherman, Geronimo and the War for America
By H. W. Brands

Papyrus: The Invention of Books in the Ancient World
By Irene Vallejo

Useful Objects: Museums, Science, and Literature in Nineteenth-century America
By Reed Gochberg

Entertainments at Taverns and Long Rooms in New England, 1700–1900
By Dublin Seminar

By Mindell Dubansky

The Rise and Reign of the Mammals: A New History, from the Shadow of the Dinosaurs to Us
By Steve Brusatte
Native Americans of New England
By Cristoph Strobel

Life on the Mississippi: An Epic American Adventure
By Rinker Buck

Fruits of the Tree of Life: New Discoveries
By Peter Benes

The Material Culture of Writing
By Sydney Alexis
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New Nonfiction cont.

The January 6th Report
By U. S. Government

Everything for the Garden
By Judith B. Tankard

Donations

Donated by Nancy Hammond

The Life and Times of Jonathan Mitchell Sewall, 1748-1808:
Poet - Lawyer - Patriot
By Nancy Hammond

Donated by Martha Kowal

Take That… and Take That!: 28 Years Surviving Parkinson’s Disease… and Still Counting…
By Martha Kowal

Donated by Bekki Laser

To California: The Family Dream that Made Us
By Bekki Laser